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2401.  survival n 
when someone or something continues to live or exist, especially 

after a difficult or dangerous situation 

2402.  teenager n someone who is between 13 and 19 years old 

2403.  specialize v 
to spend most of your time studying one particular subject or doing 

one type of business 

2404.  moderate adj average in size or amount; neither too much nor too little  

2405.  limitation n 
when something is controlled so that it is less than a particular 

amount or number 

2406.  modify v to make minor changes to something 

2407.  accurate adj there is no mistake or error 

2408.  angle n 

the difference between the direction of two lines or surfaces that 

come together; the space or shape formed when two lines or surfaces 

meet each other 

2409.  comprehensive adj including most or all things 

2410.  rival n 
a person or thing that tries to defeat or be more successful than 

another 

2411.  adequate adj enough for someone's needs 

2412.  universal adj done or experienced by everyone 

2413.  tourism n 
the business of providing services for tourists, including organizing 

their travel, hotels, entertainment, etc. 

2414.  chest n the front part of the body between the neck and the stomach 

2415.  expenditure n when you use energy, time, or money 

2416.  margin n the empty space at the sides, top, or bottom of a page 

2417.  recovery n 
when a system or situation or person returns to the way it was before 

something bad happened 

2418.  mount v to increase in amount or level 

2419.  mate n a friend; a human or animal's sexual partner 

2420.  admire v to feel respect or approval for someone or something 

2421.  gesture n 
a movement you make with your hand, arm, or head to express what 

you are thinking or feeling 

2422.  musician n a person who writes, sings, or plays music 

2423.  rapid adj happening in a short amount of time 

2424.  stair n a series of steps that go from one level or floor to another 

2425.  charm n 
a quality that causes someone or something to be very likable; an 

attractive quality 

2426.  slave n 
someone who is legally owned by another person and is forced to 

work for that person without pay 

2427.  scare v to frighten a person or animal 

2428.  amendment n a change in the words of a document, or the process of doing this 

2429.  incentive n something that encourages a person to work hard 

2430.  format n the form, design, or arrangement of something 

2431.  consultant n someone who advises people about a particular subject 

2432.  deficit n the amount by which the money that you spend is more than the 



money that you receive 

2433.  mortgage n money that you borrow to buy a home 

2434.  abstract adj relating to something that doesn't exist 

2435.  overseas adv in or to a foreign country that is across a sea 

2436.  literary adj of or relating to literature 

2437.  experimental adj relating to tests, especially scientific ones 

2438.  architecture n 
the design and style of buildings; the profession of designing 

buildings 

2439.  possess v to have or own something 

2440.  dig v to move soil, sand, or snow in order to create a hole 

2441.  opponent n 
someone who you compete against in a game or competition; 

someone who disagrees with an idea or action 

2442.  evolution n 
the way in which living things gradually change and develop over 

millions of years; a gradual process of change and development 

2443.  versus prep 
used to say that one team or person is competing against another; 

used to compare two things or ideas 

2444.  lend v 
to give something to someone to be used for a period of time and 

then returned 

2445.  custom n 
an action or way of behaving that is usual and traditional among the 

people in a particular group or place 

2446.  keen adj very interested or enthusiastic; very good or well developed 

2447.  translate v to change words from one language into another language 

2448.  cough v 
to force air through your throat with a short, loud noise often because 

you are sick 

2449.  distinct adj recognizably different in nature from something else 

2450.  rough adj having a surface that is not even 

 


